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Medicine in the present is more of a subjective adjective to technology where physicians are companions to ascertain tools 
provided for aid of diagnostic methods and treatment procedures produced by the technology which are similar to gadgets 

and a robotic way of approach towards wellness and wellbeing of person who is diagnosed to have a disease or condition where 
in one cannot carry on the regular activities of the person of daily life.

Education system centers the knowledge base with the technology around and not focusing on age old traditions or the 
wisdom which is resulting in breeding of robots who are assisted by machines rather than physicians who can assist the person 
suffering from disease to get back normal health and wellness is complete care which is to be sorted off.

A question of is traditional part of modernization of modernization is a part of tradition is be addressed to the students 
getting trained to be tomorrow doctors where in the bio ethics are to included in the syllabus and further they can be main 
streamed , these are to be picked up by the knowledge of wisdom from experienced people within the community rather than a 
rule of book which is included in the curriculum and this would not even get in to the students of different cultural background .

As Germany is heated up with a debate on circumcision, even though it is a ritual in a religion and it has been widely 
practiced all around the world, human right and child right are bringing up a question of right of a individual for such procedures, 
how can these be into the mainstream education, if rituals are not included then how it can be supported with community 
medicine which holds a strong pillar in education of medical doctor for further practice.

Indigenous knowledge has answers for need of today wellness and care , where the diversities of commoditization or 
essentialism is to be ascertained including philosophies would somewhere enable the remove the tag of colonism and they need 
to be centralized for catering to need of the community and present conditions. The dual word MEDICAL PLEURALISM which 
is supporting MEDICAL TOURISM and training to be focused on entrepreneurship rather employment.
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